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Learning is the process of constantly updating in an ever changing world. Today the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to empower its students to be lifelong learners. We try to provide the best possible environment for healthy development of young children by providing a carefully planned and structured environment in which the child grows and learns in a natural way.

It is a matter of pride that our students have come up with another edition of online magazine 'e-petalia'. This school magazine is a platform for the students to express their creative pursuit which develops in them originality of thought and perception. The contents of the magazine reflect the wonderful creativity of thoughts and imagination of young nawisters. I extend my warm wishes to student editors and teacher in charge to continue this journey on the road of excellence.

— Mr. Anees
(Admin officer)
The election of the New Al Wurood International School’s Student Council was held in a purely democratic way and saw a wide array of posts being voted through E-Voting system developed by Master Abdullah Ismail and Master Suhail Ahmed of class 12.

The candidates campaigned with lots of enthusiasm during these days. All the candidates were promoting peaceful values, showing their willingness to contribute to improving the life of their fellow mates during the school year. Thanks to the experience students carried home as it familiarized them on how democracy works.
ELECTIONS IN NAWIS
Investiture Ceremony

Student Council Members of New Al Wurood International School, Jeddah for the current academic session were sworn in on Thursday, the 26th of April, at an impressive Investiture Ceremony, amidst an air of enthusiasm and excitement in both girls and boys sections simultaneously. It was an exceptional occasion where School entrusted upcoming leaders and the older council by tradition, relinquished responsibility to the new council in grace and by example. After the welcome address by Vice Principal Mr. Peter Ronald, the chief guest Mr. AM Ashraff, General Manager of the school in his inspiring speech advised the children to become good human beings imbibing with high moral values and positive attitude in their life and to focus on their mission which can only be attained with clear vision.

In girls section, the event was presided over by a lady of honor Ms. Fathima an educator in British Council, Jeddah along with NAWIS estimable Vice Principal (Girls' Section) Ms. Bushara Kadar and Ms. Jamala, Saudi administrative head. The ceremony attained its height when the new council members in their graceful uniform were given badges, sashes and flags by the chief guest. Head Boy Abdul Aziz Ashraf Bhaloo and Head girl Fathima Jabin led the oath. They were followed by Asst. Head Boy Adil Noushad, Asst. Head Girl Ms. Shiya Binth.
INVESTITURE CEREMONY
On 22nd April 2018 an appealing function was organized by grade 10-A to celebrate this occasion in the premises of our school. The theme for this year's Mother Earth day was “A world without plastic pollution”. The programme began with the sacred ceremony of reciting the Holy Quran followed by its translation. The students worked very hard and with great co-ordination and effort they put forward a very meaningful skit which inspired many students to change their habits to save their mother earth. The foundation pillar of our school Ms. Bushra appreciated the efforts and gave an inspiring speech. The function was concluded with the Saudi and Indian national anthem.

The main aim of these events were to sensitize the students about the value of our earth and the responsibility of each one of us as a citizen living on their huge planet earth.
Across the world, the English Language Day is celebrated on 23rd April. To mark the event several activities were organized to sensitize our students on the importance of the English language and to inculcate the habit of reading English books and magazines amongst our youth. In our educational program, the English Language place a fundamental role from the early ages.

English day was successfully celebrated on 23rd April 2018 with a lot of zest and enthusiasm. Special assembly was conducted by class 8 and 12 girls and special programs was staged by class 12 girls based on Shakespeare’s famous dramas and famous soliloquies from King Lear, Romeo Juliet, Julius Caesar and Hamlet. Importance of English Language, history and values were shared. A poem recitation was presented before the audience by primary students. An interesting feature of this assembly was the quiz based on famous English idioms. A day dedicated solely to English Language; a day to celebrate the wide range of expression and emotion it offer’s, and a chance to plunge headlong into a heady mix of verve and versatility provided by the language.
New Al Wurood produced a sensational performance to beat International Indian School Riyadh 1—0 and win the Under—17 CBSE Cluster Football Championship and create history. This is a long cherished dream come true for the first time, a private International School securing football championship in the CBSE Meet.

Thanks to Mr. Victoria Manjilla, the great Indian Footballer and the master mentor of NAWIS football fostering programmes. This victory of course is one of the fruits of the purpose-oriented actions the institution has undertaken right from 2010. Kudos to the coach and the PE teacher of the NAWIS team MR. NOUSHAD for amazingly gelling the team into a band of daring go-getters.
CLUSTER BADMINTON
A PRESTIGIOUS MOMENT FOR NAWIS
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR DAY

LECTURE A MONTH
SAIMUN was a three - day - conceptual simulation of the United Nations held at SAI international School in Orissa to promote global learning and foster leadership qualities in high school students. This meticulously designed event gave students an insight on the various dynamics of United Nations and cultivated the essence of universal brotherhood, mutual respect, tolerance, peace and harmony. Around 500 nationals and 32 international delegates from 12 different countries had participated in the meet to address issues of global concern through deliberations. It gave them a platform to learn the art of debating and winning not by force but by a reason.
Scouts and Guides of New Al Wurood went down to the Exploration Camp at State Training Centre, Coonoor, Ooty, Tamilnadu, India during their summer holidays from 1st August to 7th August 2018. Under the umbrella of B. E. S. T schools, KSA, 37 students from New Al Wurood, and Al Khozama attended the camp organized by Bharat Scouts and Guides, Saudi Arabia.

The camp, rightly named as Exploration Camp 2018, was full of exciting activities designed to explore the exotic geography in Ooty.
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Students of New Al Wurood stole the show at Model United Nations 2018, (MUN-18) and snatched away the overall championship. MUN-18 is a replica of UN conference to deepen students’ understanding on global challenges and learn how to tackle those through negotiations and debates. Student delegates of schools across the zone representing different nations- Indonesia, Italy, Japan, South Africa, Argentina, Nigeria, Egypt, and Malaysia addressed issues of global concern through deliberations and consensus. The conference comprised of three sessions in total-The General Assembly, The United Nations Habitat and International Labour Organization.
The keenly contested 28th Western Zone Inter School English Debate Competition of the CBSE Affiliated Schools-Saudi Arabian Chapter saw New Al Wurood International School, Jeddah showcasing exuberant show in both the junior and senior categories. The flamboyant debate was organized by New Al Wurood International School in the auditorium of IIS Jeddah, Boys’ Section. The event witnessed the participation of various CBSE affiliated schools across the zone with brilliant brio.
CBSE CLUSTER ATHLETICS MEET
New Al Wurood International School team lifts the Western Zone quiz championship held at International Indian School, Jeddah. The champion team members **Master. Thameem Bayazeed & Master. Abdulla Siddique** with their mentor Mr. Abdu Salam.
CLUSTER DEBATE

The NAWIS debate teams have reasserted their prowess over the best debate teams of CBSE schools in the entire Saudi Arabia by being crowned the champions in the senior category of the 28th Cluster English Debate Competition. The junior team proved its mettle by bagging the second runner up position.

It was sweet glory for the NAWIS debaters who not only claimed the championship titles but walked away with individual awards. The months of hard work paid off as they knocked out the best debaters in the kingdom in the finals at IIS, Riyadh.

Master. Muhammad Rayyan and Ms. Hanan represented the senior team. Master. Nabeel Noushad and Ms. Senna Saju fought it out for the junior team.
XXVIII CBSE CLUSTER QUIZ COMPETITION

NAWIS quiz team lifted the first runner up title in the XXVIII CBSE cluster quiz competition. The team comprising Master. Tamim Bayazeed and Master. Abdullah Siddiqui travelled to the capital city Riyadh in their pursuit of quiz glory, after clinching the champion title in the western region of Saudi Arabia.

Their relentless pursuit of the CBSE Saudi Chapter title required vanquishing the best in the business to win the first runner up position.
HAUTE CUISINE (Food fest)
BOOK REVIEW
The book of lost things is a fantasy novel by John Connolly. The book follows David, a twelve year old boy who struggles with his mother's death and his father's remarriage. When a World War II bomber plane crashes into his garden, he finds himself in the fantasy world of his books; he must find the King, who can return him to his home. Later he finds that the king was evil and didn't want to save David but kill him. The king even predicted David’s afterlife after he leaves the kingdom. Suddenly the Woodsman and Scylla appear to David to his aid. After saying goodbye to the woodsman and Scylla David climbs the portal. He wakes up swathed in bandages in hospital bed; Rose was sitting sleeping next to him. He wakes her apologizes for his behavior to her, and falls into deep sleep. David grows up happily with Georgie, until Rose and David’s father divorces.

- Senna Saju
Pride and Prejudice, which opens with one of the most famous sentences in English literature, is an ironic novel of manners. In it the empty-handed Mrs. Bennet has only one aim - that is finding a good match for each of her five daughters. In this she is mocked by her cynical and indolent husband. With its wits, its social precision and above all its irresistible heroine, Pride and Prejudice has proved one of the most enduringly popular novels in the English language.

- IBTIHAL BAKSH
“Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings, it take its origin from emotions recollected in tranquility.”

-William Wordsworth
NOW OR NEVER

- Shanila Ansari

Hold thy thoughts
All the forgone
All that yet to betide
Ye mighty humans
Behold mine beauty
In the present times
Whilst it is with thee
Thine is this moment
Aye ! Live me now !
Verily, I ain’t deathless
Indeed I’m knave
For I offer no troth
Tween the rise and set
The billow and its remit
The bloom and the fade
Such is mine course
Nathelss I shall avaunt
None shall know
Such is mine wizardry
So seek me now I am here
Once gone is gone
Never shall I return
Forsake everything y’all
Benefit and burden
The frets and frown
Aye ! Just live me!
Once and for all
THE PHOENIX IN ME

- Abeer Ashraf

The broken pieces never struck again,
They scattered everywhere being unknown.
The colour of my eye was the same,
Or was it the reflection that was in claim?
Could I explain it in any way?
Not what you understood by the way!
But you must realize it at least now,
Surely you will regret for it in vow....
Because little did you know,
As you left me for what I am now!
You killed me once,
Now am reborn with the power of a Phoenix,
Where I rise from my own darkest ashes!
IF THIS WAS SO, WHAT WOULD THAT BE

-Abeer Ashraf

They said that life was a test,
A test that you wouldn’t know!
A test you don’t realize that you are writing....
A test where you don’t know how
You are attending!
The test that determines your after life
The life where you were born to die and go!
The life you will live but never die!
The result of the test that sends you to your after life
Well, It will depend on how you have done it of course!
But how will anyone know how they have done their test at all?
And if they have cried this much in this Test of mere realization ....,
How much will they cry when they get the RESULTS!
There She Flies

- Rabia Fatima

They say feminism includes all genders
But when she’s born why do you kill her?
They say judging is locked in doors,
Then why do you judge her by her clothes?
She remains the “least” in the human beings,
Neither they care about her feelings.
Is this Humanity?
They only notice her tears
Not what she has gone through in the past years.
One day when she stands for herself,
She will teach the world to “love yourself”.
After all her nights went in tears,
She decided to kill all of her fears.
All left in her was positivity and hope.
TIME OUT
—TAMIM BAYAZEED

All the wounds that painted
Are gone forever,
All the sadness that painted
Are gone forever,
Although I suffered
It’s gone forever,
Those roads in the woods
Can’t stop me,
The confusion of choosing
Is gone,
Although the woods laughed
It’s gone forever
The time that pulled me down,
Has just passed away,
The times for living is on the way
Although I suffered a lot
It’s gone forever
The happiest people on the earth are those who have the most interesting thoughts. Everyone wants success but do all of them get it? NO, it is because of nebulous ideas and unformulated thoughts. What most great minds achieved is not through the natural flair or God given power. In fact, it depends all upon the efforts and capitalization of drawbacks. Soak and saturate your minds with interesting ideas, clear goals and of course, unsustainable optimism. Success demand sacrifice and hard work, which everyone can afford. One’s attitude decides the way one rules the world. You can always fashion our way if you work diligently, have a strong motivation, keep a cheerful disposition no matter how tough the going is, and have unfathomable faith in yourself.

You can succeed in anything if you are ready to put your heart and soul into it. Success does not come through tricks or good fortune, fortune favours only brave. Work is the beginning and the end is success. Never mind how you were ‘yesterday’ or how you are going to be in the future. Work ‘Today’, work ‘Everyday’ and you will find a way to the top. No matter how rough and bumpy the road is, in the end you get that feeling of accomplishment, you will just get one thought.

“It was totally worth it”

—TAMIM BAYAZEED
"Wake up Rahul quickly and dress up fast!" said mother bursting into Rahul's room, "Also do not forget to pack your hiking bag!" "Ok Ma!" answered the twelve year old boy. It was the day when he was going for a nature hike. He and his parents had been planning for this day for a long time, Rahul got out of the bed, had a bath, brushed his teeth, packed his bag with whatever he needed and rushed downstairs. He was just in time for breakfast. Rahul asked excitedly "What is the menu today?" "noodles and nuggets," replied his father. As soon as they finished breakfast, they packed a bag full of food items and other necessary things. It was 10 a.m. when Rahul and his parents got into the car.

After a drive of around four hours, they finally arrived at the foot of a hillside. "let us have our lunch before we do anything else. I am famished!" suggested dad. So they ate their lunch hurriedly. Let them cleared a small area and put up their tents. It was dusk time already. Mom lit a small campfire and roasted chicken. After dinner they went to sleep. Sometimes around midnight Rahul woke up to some strange noises. He was alert. Few minutes later, he heard the same sound again. This time Rahul saw a shadow and something leaning. He was terrified, yet curious. Quickly he grabbed a flashlight and shone it on an object. He chuckled at what he saw. It was just a small cat! He took some cookies from his bag and offered it to the cat. After finishing the cookies, the visitor gave Rahul a thankful look and went away. The next morning, Rahul's father led them up the hill. As they got higher the rocks were steeper and slippery. The climb was tiring, but the moment they got on top, they realized that it was worth. The view was magnificent. After taking pictures in various poses, they returned to their tents. Bodies ached, but heart was filled with joy. This was an amazing trip.
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- REDWAN RAHEEM
THANK YOU